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Amazing Animal
Adaptations

Great Horned Owl
These owls have big eyes that help them see at night while they hunt.

What is an Animal Adaptation?
Adaptations are unique characteristics that allow animals to survive in their environment.
There are three types of adaptations: structural, physiological, and behavioral.
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Structural adaptations are how the animal’s body functions or looks on the outside. Body parts
(like feet and ears) and body coverings (like fur and scales) are structural adaptations.
Blanding’s Turtles and other species of turtles have
a structural adaptation that is very easy to see ―
their shells. The shell helps protect the soft organs
In the turtle’s body from predators. It also gives the
turtle a place to hide its head and legs if danger is
near.
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Physiological adaptations are how the animal’s body functions on the inside. This includes
changes in the cells, chemicals, and processes inside an animal’s body.
Bluegills and other species of fish survive cold winters
in lakes and ponds because the processes inside
their bodies change when it gets cold. Their metabolism slows down to burn fewer calories and they need
less food. The fish also move slowly to conserve their
energy. In the spring, their body processes speed up
again as the water gets warmer and there is more
food to eat.
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Behavioral adaptations are how an animal acts. This includes actions like hibernating and
communicating.
Great Horned Owls and other species of owls are
nocturnal, meaning their behavior adaptation is to
sleep during the day and be active at night. This allows
them to hunt for food in the dark when it is easier to
sneak up on their prey.

Let’s learn about the adaptations of some animal species that live in McHenry County!

Structural Adaptations: Body Parts

Waterfowl like
ducks, geese,
and swans have
webbed feet that
help them swim
to look for food.
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Structural adaptations are unique features of the body that help the animal survive in its
environment. This includes body parts like feet, tails, ears, beaks, and wings.

Can you think of other body parts that help animals survive?
Write or draw your ideas here.

Eastern
Cottontail
Rabbits have
large ears that
help them listen
for danger.

Structural Adaptations: Body Coverings

Red Foxes have
fluffy fur that keeps
them warm
in the winter.
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Structural adaptations are unique features of the body that help the animal survive in its
environment. This includes body coverings like fur and scales.

Smooth Green Snakes
have hard scales that
protect their bodies
when they slither across
the ground.

Can you think of other body coverings that help animals survive?
Write or draw your ideas here.

Physiological Adaptations
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Physiological adaptations are processes inside an animal’s body that help it survive in its
environment., like chemical or metabolism changes.

Yellow Garden Spiders use chemical processes inside their
bodies to make two kinds of spider silk for weaving their
webs. One type is sticky and the other is not. The spider
uses sticky silk in parts of its web where it wants to capture
insects for food. It uses non-sticky silk in places where it
needs to walk across the web without getting its legs stuck.

Can you think of other physiological adaptations that help animals survive?
Write or draw your ideas here.

Behavioral Adaptations
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Behavioral adaptations are actions that animals take to help them survive in their environment.
This can include how they move their bodies, how they communicate with each other, and when
they are more likely to be active or sleeping.

Coyotes communicate by howling and yapping at each other,
especially at night. When you hear a coyote howl, listen
closely because another coyote will almost always answer
somewhere nearby ―and usually more than one answers!

Can you think of other behavioral adaptations that help animals survive?
Write or draw your ideas here.

Animal Adaptation Matching Activity
Write each adaptation in the Word Bank under the matching category below.
Check the Answer Key on the last page when you are done!
Structural Adaptations

Physiological Adaptations

Behaviors

(Body Parts and Body Coverings)

(Processes Inside the Body)

(Actions)

Word Bank
Webbed feet

Hard shell

Dancing for a mate

Big eyes

Hibernating

Thick fur

Sticky spider silk

Howling

Scales

Being nocturnal

Slow metabolism in winter

Gills
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Our Local Animals Have Cool Adaptations!
A Monarch Butterfly has a structural adaptation called a proboscis,
a long, tube-shaped mouth part that helps them drink sweet nectar
from flowers.

Spring Peeper frogs have two structural adaptations: sticky toes
that help them climb on plants, and brown camouflage that helps
them hide among plants and mud to escape danger.

Common Eastern Bumble Bees have a physiological adaptation that
releases pheromones, special chemicals that tell other bees about
the health of their bee hive.

Whooping Cranes have a behavior adaptation that helps them attract
mates so they can raise babies together. The male cranes dance
around and flap their wings, bounce up and down and bop their
heads. The fanciest dancers get to find their female mates first.

Create Your Own Animal Activity
Use your imagination to create a new animal that has three different adaptations you have learned about.
Where does your animal live? What is its name? What 3 adaptations does it have?
Write your answers on the lines below and draw a picture of your animal below.

My Animal’s Name Is________________________________________________________________________

My Animal Lives In__________________________________________________________________________

My Animal’s Adaptations Are
1._________________________________________________________________________________________
2._________________________________________________________________________________________
3._________________________________________________________________________________________

Additional Resources for Teachers


PBS Media has an extensive archive of free videos about animal adaptations and related topics:
www.illinois.pbslearningmedia.org/search/?q=animal%20adaptation



The free “Build-a-Fish” interactive adaptation learning tool from the Shedd Aquarium lets students
create their own fish species with adaptations specialized for aquatic environments:
www.illinois.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/lsps07.sci.life.evo.buildafish/build-a-fish/



Generation Genius provides a variety of fun videos, activities, and lessons about animal adaptations:
www.generationgenius.com/videolessons/adaptations-video-for-kids/



Find free videos about animal adaptations created by the Cincinnati Zoo:
www.youatthezoo.org/video-and-teacher-resources/

Animal Adaptation Matching Activity - Answer Key
Structural Adaptations

Physiological Adaptations

Behaviors

(Body Parts and Body Coverings)

(Processes Inside the Body)

(Actions)

Webbed feet

Sticky spider silk

Hibernating

Big eyes

Slow metabolism in winter

Howling

Hard shell

Dancing for a mate

Scales

Being nocturnal

Thick fur
Gills

